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Diaspora is one of the fanciest and the most popular word of today. Etymologically the 

word has originated from the Greek verb ‘diaspeirein’ which means to sow widely. This term has 

generally been associated with the Greeks, as they have moved away from their land for the 

purpose of trade and business. Later on, the term was utilized by the Jews when they were forced 

to disperse from their land which led to lot of sufferings. Since then the word diaspora had a 

negative meaning and was associated with displacement, discrimination and agony. Now more 

than thirty ethnic groups are addressed with a single word diaspora along with the meaning of 

wealth and comfort.  

 A meaning of the word diaspora restricts a norm for the community as to scatter/displace. 

Though displacement is the criteria for diaspora, all displaced communities cannot be taken as 

diaspora. Diaspora is mistakenly identified with terms such as exile, immigrant and 

transnational. However there are several differences that exist among these terms. Exile refers to 

forceful migration whereas diaspora emerges due to both voluntary and forceful movement. 

Braziel and Anita Mannur’s Theorizing Diaspora presents difference between diaspora and 

transnational. According to them, diaspora refers to movement of people from one place to 

another and transnationalism talks more about impersonal forces such as globalisation and global 

capitalism as a result of migrant movements(2003, 8). Alan McLeod states that because of 

emotions and experiences several differences exist between diaspora and immigration. Even 

though it is differentiated from other terms, diaspora still lacks a clear cut definition. James 

Clifford, in an article “Diaspora”, states, “...it is not possible to define diaspora sharply, either by 

resource to essential features or to privative oppositions” (1994, 310). However many have 

attempted to fix diaspora within a definition. Safran, a leading diaspora Scholar, has given six 

characteristics as collective experiences of diaspora people. But all diasporas do not share all 
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these aspects, which further fragments diaspora. Despite the common features in diaspora, this 

paper aims to present that diaspora experiences of individual vary.  One may generalise the 

features/characteristics of diaspora like Safran or Cohan, but individual experiences are 

fragmented leading to the formation of pluralistic societies. To perform such a study, four 

movies with the concept of diaspora are selected. The movies are about south Asian Diasporas 

living in London and America.   

The first movie in chronological order is Bhaji on the Beach, (will be noted as B.B 

hereafter) directed by Gurinder Chadha and was released in the year 1993. The movie portrays 

Indo-British diaspora community. Eight Indian diaspora women are going for a fun trip to 

Blackpool. The fun trip turns into be an act of introspect where the women characters mock at 

others. The mean behaviour of some of the characters reveal the stress they have undergone in 

the new society and their observation of the future generation as a threat to their homeland 

culture. The movie deals with generation gap and their inbetweenness.  

The second movie is Bend It like Becham, (will be noted as B.L.B hereafter) directed by 

Gurinder Chadha and was released in 2002. This movie too depicts the life of Indo- British 

community. The plot revolves around Jasminder, also called as Jass Bhama, second generation 

Punjabi diaspora community. The opening scenes present the concept of the movie where Jess’ 

desire of playing football is forbidden due to their strict homeland cultural practices. How she 

succeeds and attains her goal is the crux of the movie. The movie focuses upon strict cultural 

practices of the diaspora community and generation gap. 

The third movie The Namesake (will be noted as N hereafter) is directed by Mira Nair 

and released in 2006. It talks about the Indo-American diaspora community. Ashima comes to 

the U.S after her marriage with her husband Ashoke. They name their first child as Gogol, in 

remembrance of the Russian writer Nikolai Gogol. The name becomes a problem for Gogol and 

finally how he traces his identity is the theme of the movie. The movie centres on the problem of 

generation gap and identity issue. 

The fourth movie Brick Lane (will be noted as B.L hereafter) is directed by Sarah Gavron 

and released in 2007. It focusses upon the Bangladeshi-London community. The movie revolves 

around Nazneen, a village girl from Bangladesh, who settles in London due to her wedlock with 
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Chanu, a Bangladeshi settler in London. This movie centres on the metamorphosis of Nazneen 

from a simple village woman to a powerful decision maker. It also emphasizes cultural change 

and generation gap.   

All four movies portray the contradiction between the first and the later generations, 

cultural practices and the second generation’s crucial decision of identity formation in the settled 

land.  

Cultural change is a major issue experienced by the diaspora community. When they try 

to settle in a new place, they observe several changes in the new society. Even then initially they 

try to adjust with the new culture and at the same time they are not willing to follow the new 

land’s culture completely. This can be substituted by the words of Salman Rushdie, he states, 

“Sometimes we feel that we straddle two cultures; at other times, that we fall between two stools. 

But however ambiguous and shifting this ground maybe, it is not an infertile territory… to 

occupy (2000:257). Owing to it even after many years of living in the settled land, most of them 

still consider it as another country. In all the select movies some of the second generations too 

follow their cultural practices strictly. Most of the first generation diaspora community in the 

movies often address their homeland as ‘home’.  

They try to construct the environment of the homeland in the settled land. By practicing 

their homeland culture, speaking in the mother tongue, eating their traditional food, they tend to 

imagine themselves living in their home country. They try to come away from their sense of 

alienation by living together with their own community in the new land. This condition can be 

equated to Arjune Apadurai’s term “imagined worlds”, where the diaspora community create 

their own world in the settled country to live in it. Even in the select movies, the diaspora 

community create their own land by strictly following their cultural practices and arranging 

marriages among their own community, in the settled land. It makes them to cling to their culture 

and in all these movies the diaspora community prefer to speak their mother tongue at home, 

otherwise they use both languages. 

Scenes like preparing traditional food, passing the recipe to the future generations, 

encouraging them, especially the female characters to learn cooking are portrayed in the movies. 

In B.L.B the mother feels proud that her daughter knew traditional cooking. Ashimma in N eats 
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Bengali dishes in order to come out of her isolation and nostalgia. In B.B and B.L too traditional 

food preparation attracts the viewer’s attention. 

 As mentioned earlier the diaspora communities in the movies create their own world by 

mingling with their own community. In some cases they even criticise the settled land’s culture. 

In, B.B, some of the first generation eat their traditional food in a restaurant, run by a white, by 

criticising the settled land’s culture. Simultaneously they are criticised by the whites for 

following their strict homeland culture even after several years of staying in it.  

Scenes like celebrating marriages and other cultural festivals in a traditional manner 

indicate their constructed world. B.L.B illustrates Punjabi traditional way of engagement and 

marriage ceremony. N shows Bengali way of naming ceremony, marriage and mourning in 

detail. Whereas most of the second generation diaspora community disapproves of rejecting the 

settled land’s culture as it is their home country. The practice of cultural differences between the 

parents and the children of the diaspora community cannot be stopped by either of them which 

lead them to be in the problematic relationship named generation gap. 

In all the four movies almost all the second generation diaspora community face tension 

with the first generation. They want to be independent which was impossible in the knitted 

family relationship. In B.B, elders advice Ginder to live with her abusive husband, calling Hasida 

as whore due to her exogamous relationship indicate cultural clash between the first and the 

second generation. Ginder and Hasida get care and comfort from the second generation when the 

first generation is rejecting them. Similarly the tension between Jess and her mother in B.L.B and 

Sahana and Chanu in B.L represent it. Chanu exhibits his anger upon Sahana by calling her as 

memsahib (the term which is used to denote British women during the colonial period) and says 

when they return Bangladesh he will arrange her marriage immediately so that as a married 

woman she would adhere to their homeland cultural practices. This tension due to generation gap 

cannot be stopped by either of them. The people from the second and further generation are 

exhibiting their agony due to cultural clash. Webner states about it thus, “The novels and films 

promote images of transgressive sexuality: gay, inter-racial or inter-ethnic lover marriages and 

illicit cohabitation, to make their point. They satirize an older generation’s profligate 
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consumption, false ethics, superstitious religiosity, blind prejudices and obsessive with honor and 

status” (2004, 901) for the public view. 

   To some extent Ashimma and Ashok in N and Nazneen in B.L support their children in 

spite of the generation gap. 

The above mentioned cultural clash and stress lead the second generation diaspora 

community to be in a confused stage about their identity formation. Stuart Hall’s comment on 

identity,  

Identities are never unified and in late modern times, increasingly fragmented and 

fractured; never singular but multiply constructed across different, other intersections 

and antagonistic, discourse, practices and positions (1996, 4)  

portrays the condition of diasporic people. When a diasporic community moves away from their 

home country they tend to carry their home culture with them. In some cases the disaporic 

community happily accepts the practices of the settled land and assimilates with it. Some prefer 

to follow certain practices from both culture and some others live in isolation by following their 

home culture. Accordingly their identity formations can be broadly divided into three types such 

as homeland identity, settled land identity and hyphenated identity.  

In the movies most of the first generation diaspora community follow their homeland 

identity. They feel proud to exhibit themselves with it. On the other hand the second generation 

undergo the turmoil of identity formation. They tend to consider the country in which they are 

born and brought up as their home country whereas the cultural differences and the 

discrimination they face, questions them regarding it. Turmoil experienced by them finally leads 

them to take decision regarding their identity. Salman Rushdie thinks that the people who have 

displaced have identities that are both “Plural and Partial” (2000:257), which shows that it 

cannot be single and whole. 

In B.B Ginder decides to separate from her abusive husband. It shocks the elder 

generation and she acclaims much criticism from the elders. Hasida gets pregnant before 

marriage which again leads to condemnation from the elders. Later her decision for exogamous 

marriage indicates that most of the second generation in the movie accept their hyphenated 

identity and some accept the settled lands.  
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In B.L.B the sisters are well exposed to the cultural differences and they tackle them 

brilliantly. The elder sister Pinky from the beginning looks very modern when compared to Jess 

but Pinky accepts her homeland culture by being patience about her cancelled engagement and 

wins her fiancée back traditionally. Jess was portrayed as a traditional girl in her manners and 

appearance. But her passion for football moulds her as a liar and she plays with the tension of 

deceiving her parents. When her parents notice this, she gives up playing football creating a 

stressful behavior. Later with the approval of her parents she goes to the US to continue her 

football practice, and joins with her Irish lover. Her decision of choosing a career which is 

forbidden in her parents’ culture and selecting a foreign life partner indicates that she prefers 

settled land’s identity.  

In N, Gogol shuffles for his identity due to his Russian name. His changing of his name 

as Nikil and later accepting the name Gogol, indicate his approval of hyphenated identity. In 

B.L, Sahana struggles with her father who disapproves following the British culture. Later, she 

leaves her home when her father forces her to return to Bangladesh reveal her interest towards 

the settled land’s identity. Most of the second generation characters, in the movies, begin to 

search for their identity in their adolescence as they face several contradictory practices which 

their parents follow insisting on their homeland culture. This aspect is touched upon by Modood 

who states, “[M]ost of the Asian second generation wanted to retain some chore heritage, some 

amalgam of family cohesion, religion and language, probably in an adapted from, but did not 

expect this to mean segregated social lives, for they lived and wanted to live in an ethnically 

mixed way” (110). 

As most of the second generation prefer hyphenated identity or settled identity one 

cannot homogenize their situation. Each one’s selection of their identity, the situation in which 

they decide their identity, their life style and experiences vary. Similarly most of the first 

generation’s preference for the homeland identity also cannot be homogenised. It is an apt place 

to apply Chandra Mohanty’s comment about homogenizing women’s situation all over the 

world. In her essay “Under Western eye” she rejects the concept of homogenizing women’s 

problem in the third world countries. Similarly diaspora community’s problems cannot be 

generalized. This argument can be further strengthened by Avtar Brah’s comment against 
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homogenising diaspora. Avtar Brah states that diaspora experiences cannot be homogenised. It 

differs based on when, why and how the displacement occurs. Thus, she considers diaspora as 

heterogeneous, whose experiences cannot be united under a single term. Each and every one 

faces different problems and situations which further fragment the diaspora experiences. The 

select movies though they appear to address some common issues, each movie is unique in its 

own way. Thus the paper concludes saying, on every individual’s experiences diaspora gets 

fragmented.  
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